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The Ford Transit , also known as the Ford T-Series in some markets, is a range of light
commercial vehicles produced by Ford since Sold primarily as a cargo van , the Transit is also
built as a passenger van marketed as the Ford Tourneo since , minibus , cutaway van chassis ,
and as a pickup truck. Over 8,, Transit vans have been sold, making it the third best-selling van
of all time [1] and have been produced across four basic platform generations debuting in , , ,
and respectively , with various "facelift" versions of each. The first product of the merged Ford
of Europe , the Transit was marketed through Western Europe and Australia; by the end of the
twentieth century, it was marketed nearly globally with the exception of North America until
when it replaced the Ford E-Series in The Transit has been the best-selling light commercial
vehicle in Europe for forty years, and in some countries the term "Transit" has passed into
common usage as a generic trademark applying to any light commercial van in the Transit's
size bracket. Upon production in North America, the Transit won second place in Motor Trend 's
' Truck of the Year ' award, behind the newly introduced mid-size Chevrolet Colorado pickup
and ahead of the new Ford F As of , the Transit was the best-selling van of any type in the
United States, minivan sales included. In the engine capacity was enlarged to 1. From , this
vehicle was called the Ford Taunus Transit. Production of this model ceased in Because the
production of civilian cars in the occupied zone was reserved for the British for instance for
Ford of Britain , Ford-Werke AG limited itself to the production of trucks until Those trucks
based on the slightly modified war models V S, B S und V A as they were already produced
before and during the 2nd World War in the Ford production facilities in the Third Reich. Those
trucks were now called "Rhein" and "Ruhr". Just as Ford also had to comply with the type
restrictions of the Schell-Plan , which were introduced in March in anticipation of the war. After
the war, several economical boundaries were abolished and local markets did not exist anymore
in the same way that they existed before. With this, Ford of Britain and Ford-Werke AG suddenly
became more competitive on the whole European Continent than local market subsidiaries of
their parent company in Detroit. The FK series was successor of the "Rhein" and "Ruhr" trucks.
Also most British Ford products had no Ford emblem. The commercial vehicles produced at
Ford-Werke AG were marketed with the FK logo, while the passenger cars produced from
onwards were offered under the name Taunus referring to the re-produced pre-war model Ford
Taunus G93A. Due to continental European habits, the original series and model designations
"FK" and Taunus mutated into real brands, each with its own emblem and different models,
comparable with Daimler Benz Mercedes models or General Motors Opel models. The FK
emblem consists of two slightly overlapping ovals with the "F" from the well-known Ford
emblem in the first and a "K" in the same font in the second oval. The Taunus emblem first
depicted the Cologne Cathedral ; from on until its discontinuation in , Cologne's city flag
inspired the Taunus emblem. In , Ford discontinued the entire truck production in Germany and
took the FK brand off the market due to serious defects and therefore strongly decreasing
demand. The "new" Transit Taunus van was now labelled with the Transit model name instead
of the FK logo in big chrome letters and a big "Taunus" emblem as well as a small Taunus
lettering which was also mounted on the back of the vehicle. New, however, was a small Ford
logo underneath the right B-column. For example, the British Ford Thames E was also
assembled and improved as a left-hand drive version in the Ford assembly plants in
Copenhagen , Denmark, as well as the German FK was assembled in Azambuja , Portugal too.
This turned out to be disadvantageous and cost-intensive especially after the fall of various
trade barriers within the newly founded EEC. For this reason, such a situation with internal
competition and parallel developments was very unsatisfactory for the Ford headquarters in
Detroit. The aim was to not only standardize the vehicle production world car , but also merge
the company structures in Europe. Under parent's dictate, Ford of Britain and Ford-Werke AG
started the "Redcap-Project" in the commercial vehicle sector in , from which the Ford Transit
was launched in , based on a new unified platform. The brand Taunus was taken off the market.
Ford forced the standardization of platforms and even model-names overall European market
under the Ford brand and logo. After the Ford Transit in , a second unified platform Ford Escort
was launched in Since discontinuation of the Ford Granada name even the Ford model-names
are the same for the European market. The German vehicle was not widely exported, and the
"Mark 1" tag has commonly been applied, retrospectively, to the to British model see below.
Whilst there have only been four basic platforms since , the various facelifts and upgrades over
the years have been referred to using a conflicting range of "Mark" numbers, with some sources
counting a facelift as a new "Mark", some not. Ford's own historical look back at Transit
production, published for the launch of the model, avoids the issue by referring to generations
of Transit by years produced. This generation had the longest production run of any Transit to
date, staying largely unaltered for 12 years until the major facelift of , with overall production
lasting for over 20 years before finally being replaced by the all-new VE6 platform in The van

was produced initially at Ford's Langley facility in Berkshire, England a former Second World
War aircraft factory which had produced Hawker Hurricane fighters , but demand outstripped
the capability of the plant, and production was moved to Southampton until closure in in favour
of the factory at Ä°zmit , Turkey. Transits were also produced in Ford's Genk factory in Belgium
and also Turkey. Transits were produced in Amsterdam for the local market from the mids until
the end of This factory had ample capacity, since the Ford Transcontinental produced there had
little success total production in 6 years. Although the Transit sold well in the Netherlands, it
was not enough to save the factory, which closed in December The Transit was introduced to
replace the Ford Thames E , a small mid-engined forward control van noted for its narrow track
which was in competition with similar-looking but larger vehicles from the BMC J4 and J2 vans
and Rootes Group 's Commer PB ranges. In a UK market segment then dominated by the
Bedford CA , Ford's Thames competitor, because of its restricted load area, failed to attract fleet
users in sufficient numbers. Ford switched to a front-engined configuration, as did the s by
Bedford with their well-regarded CA series vans. Henry Ford II 's revolutionary step was to
combine the engineering efforts of Ford of Britain and Ford of Germany to create a prototype for
the Ford of Europe of todayâ€”previously the two subsidiaries had avoided competing in one
another's domestic markets but had been direct competitors in other European markets. The
Transit was a departure from the European commercial vehicles of the day with its
American-inspired stylingâ€”its broad track gave it a huge advantage in carrying capacity over
comparable vehicles of the day. Most of the Transit's mechanical components were adapted
from Ford's car range of the time. Another key to the Transit's success was the sheer number of
different body styles: panel vans in long and short wheelbase forms, pick-up truck, minibuses,
crew-cabs to name but a few. The engines used in the UK were the Essex V4 for the petrol
-engined version in 1. By using relatively short V-4 engines Ford were able to minimise the
additional length necessitated to place the engine ahead of the driver. As this engine was too
long to fit under the Transit's stubby nose, the diesel version featured a longer bonnet - which
became nicknamed as the "pig snout". The underpowered Perkins proved unpopular, and was
replaced by Ford's own York unit in The diesel version's long nose front was also used to
accommodate the Ford 3. In Australia, in , to supplement the two Essex V4 engines that were
available the Transit was released with the long-nose diesel front used to accommodate an
inline 6-cylinder engine derived from the Ford Falcon. The Metropolitan Police reported on this
vehicle in via a Scotland Yard spokesman that 'Ford Transits are used in 95 per cent of bank
raids. With the performance of a car, and space for 1. The adoption of a front beam axle in place
of a system incorporating independent front suspension that had featured on its UK
predecessor might have been seen as a backward step by some, but on the road commentators
felt that the Transit's wider track and longer wheelbase more than compensated for the
apparent step backwards represented by Ford's suspension choices. The Transit was also
assembled in South Africa between and , the last Transit to be sold in that country until , when a
fully imported model was introduced. Many fleet owners experienced premature camshaft wear
in early Pinto units in the Cortina and for two years the Transit 75 was available with the 1.
High-performance versions intended for police or ambulance use used the 3. In , the York diesel
engine was redesigned into the 2. At this time this generation received a minor facelift including
a grey plastic front grille with integrated headlamp surrounds, wraparound indicators, longer
bumper end caps and multifunction rear lights incorporating fog, indicator, reversing and side
lights for the panel van. This facelift did not commonly result in a new "Mark" number. A
selection of 5 engines was available: 1. On top of this were 32 door combinations, 6 axle ratios
and options for 12 â€” 17 interior seats. All of these were available in any combination when
purchased with Ford's highly customizable custom plan. At the time this gave the business
sector an unprecedented amount of flexibility, which was a major factor in the vehicles' ultimate
success. In , for mainland European market only, the Transit Clubmobil was introduced by the
Hymer company. This was fitted with a 1. In 3 years of production were produced and less than
20 are thought to still exist. In late the well-equipped Transit Ghia was introduced to some
markets, only as a nine-seater bus. This offered a velour interior, full carpeting, tinted windows,
sunroof, etcetera. Externally it can be identified by chrome dog-dish hubcaps and extra lamps in
the grille. The SIRA Transit used a Sinpar transfer case and other parts, and was available with
the 2-liter petrol four or the 2. Codenamed VE6 , the second generation Transit platform
appeared in January and was notable for its all-new bodyshell which was of "one-box" design i.
The engine range was carried over largely unchanged from the last of the â€” Mk. The third
generation Transit was developed under the "Triton" code name. A subtle facelift in saw the
fully independent front suspension adopted across the range, whilst a redesigned floor plan
allowed the use of single, rather than paired, rear wheels on the LWB derivative, further
increasing payloadâ€”these models are identifiable by the slightly more rounded front

headlamps. In Australia, the third generation Transit did not go on sale until March , after a year
absence from that market. A major facelift to the Transit in gave the Transit a new nose and
dashboard , along with the 2. Some of Ford's valve engines, such as those found in the Scorpio
, Escort RS and Galaxy were also based on this block. At the same time air conditioning ,
electric windows, central locking, electric mirrors and airbags were all made available as
optional extras. For the 30th anniversary of the Transit in Ford released a limited edition model
called the Transit Hallmark. Six hundred were made and were available in three colours with
being made in each. In Europe the VE83 Transit was available up to , but in Vietnam it was built
up to when it was exchanged in June for the new generation. Over its Ford predecessor
produced from to , JMC made 70 major updates to the design. The exterior was distinguished by
revision to the front fascia, including larger front headlamps and a redesigned grille and front
bumper. ABS was offered as an option. The top speed is specified at Sharing its underpinnings
with the second-generation Transit, the JMC-built Transit differed substantially in its powertrain
configuration. Two Isuzu-produced 2. While sharing much of its body with its predecessor, the
Teshun underwent a redesign of the front fascia with a larger front bumper and grille. The
Transit, [43] introduced in July [ citation needed ] , was the third all-new design, and borrowed
styling cues from Ford's "New Edge" designs, like the Focus and Ka. Developed by Ford in the
United States, the main innovation is that it is available in either front- or rear-wheel drive. Ford
nomenclature makes this the V rear-wheel-drive or V front-wheel-drive model. This model
features the "Puma"-type Duratorq turbo diesel engine also used in the Mondeo and Jaguar
X-Type , with the petrol versions moving up to the 2. A demonstration of this model's speed
with the smallest panel van body, highest output PS 2. This version won the International Van of
the Year The Durashift EST automatic transmission optional on all rear-wheel-drive models
features controls mounted on the dashboard, a specially adapted manual mode, tow-haul mode,
economy mode and winter mode. This is known as the ASM automatically shifting manual
system in the Australian market. Production of the van started at the new Ford-Otosan plant in
Kocaeli, Turkey which saw the end of all production at the Genk, Belgium plant which had been
producing Transits since This coincided with the introduction of the Transit Connect also
produced in Kocaeli , a smaller panel van based on the C Focus platform and aimed at replacing
the older Escort and Fiesta based models. Despite the name, the Connect has no engineering
commonality with the full-size Transit. The five millionth Transit rolled off the Southampton line
on Monday, 18 July and was donated to an English charity. The third-generation Transit
received a facelift to the body, introduced in August , including new front and rear lights, a new
front end and a new interior featuring the gearstick on the dashboard and Ford's new corporate
radio design. Besides the styling changes, the powertrains were revised. The old petrol engine
was replaced with one from the Ford Ranger , the front-wheel-drive diesel went from 2. The
powertrains were changed to meet new emissions legislation. Additionally, the facelift
introduced CAN bus electronics to the Transit for the first time. The new version Ford
nomenclature V for front-wheel drive and V for rear-wheel drive won International Van of the
Year for despite tough competition from several all-new rivals. This Transit arrived in Mexico to
replace the Freestar after the model year. This was the first Transit with a five-cylinder engine
available in the 3. In late , the "coated Diesel Particulate Filter" cDPF â€”designed to meet
higher emission standards than the current Euro IV requirementâ€”was introduced as an option
on all diesel engines. Production ended in , with the Southampton plant closing down making
this generation the last of the British built Transits, but returned in China in two modified forms.
It is a unique special that is the most expensive Transit ever made. It uses a 3. The
third-generation Ford Transit commenced production in China in for the model year. Engine
choices consisted the 2. The Transit in China was given a facelift for the model year onwards
with new headlights and taillights. As of , the 2. During the Beijing Auto Show, a facelift named
the Ford Transit Pro was unveiled featuring another facelift on the third-generation Ford Transit
for the model year. The facelift features a redesigned front end and restyled tail lamps. The
facelift also features updated powertrain to fulfill the National Standard VI emissions standard in
China. The updated engine is a 2. After entering production for worldwide sale in , the Transit
entered sale in North America in as an early model. The introduction of the fourth generation
saw a transition of the Transit nameplate into a commercially-oriented sub-brand of Ford. To
supplement its namesake vehicle and the Transit Connect MPV, Ford spun off the previous
front-wheel drive Transit into its own model line, the Transit Custom sized between the Transit
Connect and Transit , with the Fiesta-based Transit Courier introduced in as the smallest model
of the product range. The fourth-generation Transit is offered in a rear-wheel drive powertrain
layout; the front-wheel drive version of the previous generation has been replaced by the
Transit Custom. The Transit van is offered in two wheelbases In a major change from the
E-Series, the Transit uses a unibody chassis design instead of a separate frame; while no

longer using a separate chassis, the high use of boron steel allowed for increase in payload
capacity of up to pounds over a similar-configuration E-Series. For its worldwide introduction in
, the fourth-generation Transit inherited the Duratorq diesel engines from the previous
generation, shared with the Ranger and Mondeo. Gasoline engines were also offered, including
a 2. For production in the Americas, the Transit was offered with higher-displacement gasoline
engines shared with the F-Series. A hp 3. As an option through Ford, the 3. In a design shift, the
Transit and Transit Custom moved from the New Edge styling of the previous generation to the
Kinetic design language; the interior was influenced by the third-generation Ford Focus. The
van is offered in three different roof lengths and three different roof heights. In most worldwide
markets, the Transit passenger van is primarily marketed under the Ford Tourneo name, with
Ford using the Transit name for both cargo and passenger vans in the United States and
Canada. As with the E-Series and the previous generation Transit, the model line serves as the
basis for multiple commercial vehicles, including ambulances, buses, and recreational vehicles.
For production, the Ford Transit underwent a mid-cycle model revision, distinguished by an
update of the front fascia and dashboard. For North America, a naturally-aspirated hp 3. Initially
intended for North American sale alongside the Transit Connect , the EcoBlue option was
dropped shortly before its introduction. For the first time for the Transit, all-wheel drive is an
option for the model line the first Ford van to offer all-wheel drive since the Aerostar. Offered in
most worldwide markets, the Transit Custom is not currently sold in the United States and
Canada; it is sold in Mexico where the predecessor front-wheel drive Transit replaced the
Freestar minivan. For production, the model line received an exterior update, distinguished by a
new grille in line with the larger Transit ; the interior received a new dashboard styled in line
with the Fiesta. Worldwide production of the fourth-generation Transit is sourced from two Ford
facilities. All Transit production for Europe and Asia is sourced from Ford Otosan in Kocaeli
Province , Turkey; this factory provides a percentage of global exports. In North America, the
model line was launched as a model, adopting the Transit name for both cargo and passenger
vans rather than using the Tourneo name used in other markets for passenger vans. A handful
of companies offered four-wheel-drive conversions, such as County Tractors of Knighton in
Powys, Wales, UK [67] who converted vans on behalf of Ford as a Special Vehicle Operations
factory option. The first Transit County models were based on the Mk2 Transit model, both long
and short wheelbase. The conversion used a Dana 44F front axle and a NP transfer box, both
lifted from the Ford Bronco, coupled to the regular Transit engine, gearbox and rear axle using
three custom propshafts. The Transit rear axle was retained, mounted to a rear subframe or 'lift
cradle' to give the extra ride height. Later panel vans also lost the twin-wheel rear axle that had
been fitted on earlier LWB versions. Introduced as part of the redesign of the Transit, the
Tourneo is a Transit-based 8 or 9-seat minibus, but over the years has become increasingly
better trimmed up to the point where it can almost be classified as a large MPV. Featuring back
seats and back windows similar to a minivan , the Tourneo is also considered an executive
transport vehicle and is often supplied with alloy wheels. Since its introduction, the Tourneo
has followed the same development cycle as the Transit; both versions receive updates at the
same time. The version based on the fourth generation Transit is marketed as the Ford Tourneo
Custom, and from has a plug-in hybrid engine option. Only models sold in Continental Europe
and the British Isles are shown, overseas territories often have different offerings. From
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cutaway chassis only. Do you own a Ford Transit? Maybe you're thinking about buying one of
these vans or buses? For the home mechanic, the Transit is a relatively straightforward vehicle
to maintain, and most of the items requiring frequent attention are easily accessible. At Haynes,
we have an extensive range of Ford repair manuals and online maintenance procedures
available for professional mechanics and DIY car enthusiasts. Our print and online repair
manual for the Ford Transit is here to help you through every stage of servicing or fixing your
car. Our YouTube playlist shows you:. How to replace the air filter How to fit a new battery How
to open the bonnet How to replace the brake pads How to change the coolant How to drain the
engine oil and fit a new filter How to check the fluid levels How to change the fuel filter How to
renew the headlight bulbs shown below How to fit a new rear light bulb How to change a wheel
How to jack and support the front of the Transit How to jack and support the rear of the Transit
How to swap out the rear shock absorbers How to change the wiper blades. The videos are
designed to complement our print and online manuals for the Ford Transit with the 2. A Haynes
Online Manual gives you all the trusted content of a printed manual, with additional features to
help you get the job done. Take your entire manual with you on every journey. Written from
hands-on experience gained from the complete strip-down and rebuild of a Ford Transit, Haynes
can help you understand, care for and repair your MPV or van. We do it ourselves to help you
do-it-yourself, and whatever your mechanical ability, the practical step-by-step explanations,
linked to over photos, will help you get the job done right. Regular servicing and maintenance of
your Ford can help maintain its resale value, save you money, and make it safer to drive. Get the
full print or online manual here. The Mk6 Ford Transit was introduced in October and continued
until Seemingly innumerable variations of body types and styles were available, mounted on
long-, medium- or short-wheelbase chassis. The Transit was available with 2. As a departure
from previous Transit vehicles, it was available with either front-wheel drive or rear-wheel drive.
The 2. Standard and optional equipment on the Transit included power steering, air
conditioning, remote central locking, electric windows, anti-lock brakes and airbags. Go to front
page. Search results Search Haynes. Year Year Make Make. Model Model. Our YouTube playlist
shows you: How to replace the air filter How to fit a new battery How to open the bonnet How to
replace the brake pads How to change the coolant How to drain the engine oil and fit a new filter
How to check the fluid levels How to change the fuel filter How to renew the headlight bulbs
shown below How to fit a new rear light bulb How to change a wheel How to jack and support
the front of the Transit How to jack and support the rear of the Transit How to swap out the rear
shock absorbers How to change the wiper blades The videos are designed to complement our
print and online manuals for the Ford Transit with the 2. Embedded video. Click here to see the

full YouTube playlist. Ford Transit. Recommended for you. Ford Transit Custom to manual now
on sale! February 18, Simple winter driving tips to help avoid an accident. February 8, January
27, January 26, The Ford Transit Connect may be for you if you're looking for a small cargo or
passenger van. Compared to Ford's full-size Transit van, the Transit Connect is less expensive,
easier to park and more fuel-efficient. The cargo van configuration seats two people, while the
passenger configuration seats up to seven. There's a decent amount of customization available
too, from wheelbase length to an available prep package that converts the Transit Connect to
run on compressed natural gas. Ford also packs a lot of technology features into the Transit
Connect. You don't really have to give up features just because you want something small,
especially in the loaded Titanium model. Two four-cylinder gas engines are available: a 2. XL
This base trim level starts you off with feature such as:. Titanium The top level model is only
available as a passenger van and includes:. Be the first to write a review. If you're looking for a
box on wheels with a small footprint and not a lot of frills, the NV may be the van for you. The
Nissan lacks the Transit Connect's power and wide variety of body configurations, but the
simplicity may appeal to some shoppers. We like the Nissan's low load floor and easy-to-park
size, but its weak engine means slow acceleration and a low payload capacity. It is available in
both cargo and passenger configurations, though it's only available with one engine and one
wheelbase configuration. We like the Ram's respectable acceleration and above-average cargo
and payload capacity, but the transmission's shifting can feel clunky, and the van's wobbly
body control can be a bit unsettling on tight roads. The Metris is a step up from the Transit
Connect in both size and refinement, as you might expect with a Mercedes-Benz product. That
said, it's not that much more money than the Ford and offers more value than you might expect.
The extra size and strong engines give the Metris class-leading towing and payload ratings,
though it does require premium fuel. And while the Metris is more maneuverable than its
full-size rivals, the smaller Transit Connect is easier to drive and park in tight areas. Consumer
ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford Transit Connect and all its trim types.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Transit Connect. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings
and reviews for the Ford Transit Connect and all model years in our database. Our rich content
includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Transit Connect featuring deep dives into
trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers
expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video
reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert
car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous
testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also
regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every
day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and
whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the
best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and
then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Ford Transit Connect.
Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles,
including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid,
warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford
Transit Connect. Select year - New - New. Other years. The Transit Connect is Ford's small
cargo and passenger van. It lacks engine power, and it's not especially comfortable, so it's not a
real alternative to regular family minivans even if its lower price is tempting. But it drives
surprisingly well, with tight handling and a small footprint that make it ideal in cities. If you often

move people or goods across town, it makes sense. Manage your expectations and the Transit
Connect actually has a lot going for it. It maneuvers well thanks to its light steering and small
size. It's easy to thread through dense urban traffic and park in tight spaces. The gas and brake
pedals operate smoothly, the transmission shifts quickly and, despite the tall profile, the Transit
Connect handles turns and corners without much body roll. Caveat: We only tested the van with
an empty load. The downside? The van is woefully slow to accelerate. It took a leisurely The
Ford has enough zip to dash between city stoplights but gets winded quickly. Highway merging
and passing require planning. The Transit Connect's front seats are comfortable enough, but
the rear seats are stiff and lack support. The ride is fairly smooth overall thanks to small wheels
and tires with plenty of sidewall, but it firms up as more passengers and cargo come aboard.
Even with its tall profile and expansive windshield, the van is surprisingly quiet. You'll still get
wind hum rushing over the glass and noise from the road, but neither is at an obnoxious or
fatiguing level. The van's primary controls are simple to discern and operate. It takes a while to
heat and cool the large cabin, but the climate system works well once at speed. The seat
heaters offer five levels of intensity, though none is particularly warm. There's nothing fancy
about the van's interior. It's all function over form. The controls are easy to manipulate, even
when wearing gloves. The default seating position is rather high, but you can compensate if you
like with the adjustable steering wheel and seat. Visibility is excellent thanks to big, tall
windows and small blind spots. There's plenty of headroom, and it's easy to step in and out of
the Transit Connect thanks to tall and wide door openings. Accessing the third row is similarly
easy. Removing the rear seats makes for voluminous cargo utility. But as a six-passenger van,
the Transit Connect isn't especially roomy. Limited rear legroom in the immovable second row
makes it less people-friendly than a regular minivan. You won't find cutting-edge technology
abundant in the Transit Connect, even if the top-level Titanium trim can connect your
smartphone and offers handy voice controls. But Ford's Sync 3 is helpful for drivers who need
basic hands-free phone, navigation and device charging capabilities. The menus are easy to
navigate and the voice controls are sophisticated, offering an easy way to issue commands with
a minimum of distraction. The four-speaker stereo won't impress anyone either, but it does the
job. We tested a six-seat Transit Connect, which leads to comparisons with mainstream
minivans and contributes to the Ford's lower score here. There's considerably less cargo space,
for example, with just 15 cubic feet available behind the second-row seat and a maximum of
cubic feet with the second and third rows folded. Most competitors offer plus and plus cubic
feet, respectively. And there's not much small-item storage. The Ford lags behind its Mercedes
and Ram rivals with a 1,pound payload capacity, and its 2,pound towing maximum is only
average. Child safety seat installation is problematic. You'll be able to install a safety seat in the
second row, but the seats don't slide, and the car seat anchors are hard to access. That's right
on average for this small segment, and during our time with the van, we found that our test
vehicle met or exceeded its ratings. On our highway-heavy mile evaluation route, the Connect
achieved That's less than the EPA highway rating, but our route is more than just highway.
Overall, after mixing in more city driving, we averaged Equipping the Transit Connect as a
passenger van costs more than most vehicles in its class. You might question what you're
paying extra for, as interior quality is disappointing. The dash feels plastic and hollow, the
leather upholstery is stiff and unforgiving, and the cabin generally pales in comparison to the
interiors of competitors such as the Mercedes Metris which costs about the same as a
Titanium-level Transit Connect. What you get from the Transit Connect depends on how you'll
use it. You could use it as a three-row family hauler, but why? A similarly priced, lightly used
minivan is better suited to family life. But the Transit Connect might be the ticket if you often
ferry customers or colleagues for short distances, or if you need to get the band to gigs or your
starting five to the tournament. It can even power your business if you're willing to take a few
rows out. With driving manners similar to Ford's Escape SUV, minus the punchy engine, the
Transit Connect doesn't feel as large or ungainly as most of today's vans do. That's a good
thing on tight roads, but it won't be as fun on long drives. The base XL model offers a lot of
versatility for the money, but we suggest stepping up to the midlevel XLT. It brings more
standard features, such as the Ford Co-Pilot driver assist tech, and opens up the number of
optional features you can choose from. XL This base trim level starts you off with feature such
as: Vinyl flooring Manually adjustable mirrors 4. Read more. Find savings on the Transit
Connect for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Transit Connect lease offers.
Sponsored cars related to the Transit Connect. Trending topics in reviews. Check your price
quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Can
automatically brake if necessary. Side Wind Stabilization Helps correct for strong crosswinds to
keep the vehicle going in its intended direction. Automatic Emergency Braking Helps to prevent
or mitigate an accident by automatically applying the brakes when an obstacle is detected. Ford

Transit Connect vs. Nissan NV If you're looking for a box on wheels with a small footprint and
not a lot of frills, the NV may be the van for you. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The
Edmunds experts tested the Transit Connect both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You
probably care about Ford Transit Connect fuel economy, so it's important to know that the
Transit Connect gets an EPA-estimated 25 mpg to 26 mpg, depending on the configuration.
What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in
mind that carrying capacity for the Transit Connect ranges from And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford Transit Connect is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the Transit Connect. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews,
and be sure to compare the Transit Connect's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford Transit Connect is a
good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Transit Connect and gave it a 7. Safety
scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Transit Connect is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Ford
Transit Connect, the next question is, which Transit Connect model is right for you? What do
people think of the Ford Transit Connect? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Transit Connect and all model
years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds'
editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Ford Transit Connect?
Which Ford Transit Connects are available in my area? Can't find a new Ford Transit Connects
you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a
Ford Transit Connect? Check out Ford lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the
Transit Connect drive? How comfortable is the Transit Connect? How economical is the Transit
Connect? Is the Transit Connect a good value? Want to build a camper van? In a Ford Transit
you can install a small kitchen, bathroom and even shower! Check out the creations below for
some ideas. Lauren and Dave from veganvantravels drive around the country with their cat
Simone. A workspace and table slides out from under the bed leaving plenty of room to sit and
relax during dinner. Antoine and Isabelle from faroutride quit their engineering jobs to build
their own DIY Transit conversion van. Now they spend their days traveling, mountain biking,
and hitting the slopes. These two van lifers share their adventures, monthly expenses and
technical van build information on their website FarOutRide. We also got the chance to catch up
with them and learn more about their rig in our interview series. Kestrel Vans is a conversion
van outfitter located in Whitefish, Montana. They create a lot of cool modular concepts and build
everything from Mercedes Sprinters to Ford Transit campers. Aside from the bright colors, our
favorite part about this Kestrel Van build is the murphy bed that folds down in the back. That
layout leaves a lot of room for storing bikes and other large pieces of adventure equipment.
Anna is a solo female van lifer living in a Ford Transit RV. During the build process she added a
fiberglass bubble top complete with windows which brings in a lot of extra light and opens up
the space. The electronics in the van are powered with a Goal Zero power station and has a
composting toilet and solar camp shower for the outdoors. Melanie and Bryan from
wanderingrootsco are a graphic designer and web developer that live in a self-converted Transit
camper. What we like about this van is they took a simple approach and added a gravity-fed
sink rather than using a 12v water pump in their vehicle. They also maximized counter space by
adding a Lagune table mount which swings out from storage when needed. Every van dog
needs his own space. We love how this dog crate was incorporated into this DIY build by
silverdragonwagon. We like the shape of the seating, garage layout and bright colors in this van
build. Clark and Tallie from thevanahan built a diy camper conversion to take them on
adventures across the USA. Sports Mobile outfits a variety of camper van conversions. This
Ford Transit camper has a huge amount of storage space, seating, and even a microwave! You
can order modular designs from their website and put together your own mobile living space.
Benchmark Vehicles is located in Portland, Oregon. The specialize in Ford Transit and
Mercedes Sprinter conversions. These vans look like the ultimate adventure vehicles and are
built with just about anything you can dream up. Benchmark makes some of our favorite
designs because of the clean, modern surfaces and convenient layouts. We hope these Transits
have given you some ideas to inspire your camper van build. Want to get some ideas for other
vehicles? Check out these similar posts:. Kate is the lead content creator for ParkedInParadise.
She has traveled through 48 US states and writes about van life, camping and RV living. I too
want a smaller cargo van Ford Transit build. I am single and would like to have one with a twin
bed going widthwise across the back. Need little room for storage other than a few tools and the
batteries, converters, water, etc that would be needed. Would love to have info on this. Hey
Janice, thanks for the feedback. We just posted a new article about compact Ford Transit

Connect conversions. Hope you find it helpful! I would like to know what you can do to build out
a camper that will sleep my husband and me and our dog. I need to be able to put it in a regular
garage and parking space no longer than a Ford Expedition. Ideally we could have passenger
seating when not camping. I loved the space and arrangement of my VW Westphalia campervan
when I had that. Thanks for the info! I am interested in building out a Ford Transit with the
option to seat 5 people with a car seat. Have you come across any options to do this safely
while optimizing space? I am wondering if there is an option to replace that bench seat with a
seat that folds into a bed or if anyone has ever put a bench seat in the back of the van with the
bed built over it. Is this an option for the tallest version of the Transit? If you know of any
resources where people built out a Transit and were able to safely transport kids, I would love to
learn more. I just want to ensure I purchase the right van to build out. Just saw your post
regarding van build ideas. I put in everything except a shower. Mine will sleep 3 as well. If I can
help, let me know. Your email address will not be published. May 31, Inspiration This post
contains affiliate links. Ford Transit RV Builds a. Website Facebook Instagram Pinterest Email.
Why not show Ford Transit connect camper conversions, too? How about the smaller cargo
van? Need some ideas to how to build are good camper van from scratch. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. As an Amazon associate we earn from
qualifying purchases. Most outbound links are affiliate links - we may receive commission. We
are independently owned and the opinions expressed here are our own. Looking to upgrade
your Ford Transit stock tires for larger diameter, all-terrain, tires to improve ground clearance
and traction? We were too! The load index is the maximum weight per tire that your tire can
support safely:. Remember that the weight each tire sees is subject to change with time; for
example as the payload change cargo or when going steep incline the rear tires support most of
the weight. There are many variables to take account of, so in doubt select new tires with load
index no lower than the factory tires. In fact, most tire shop will not accept to install tires with
lower load index, for liability reasons. LT tires light truck have two load index. The first load
index is for single tire. The second load index is for dual tires. The reason the capacity for two
tires is lower than a single tire is to make sure that the vehicle can continue to carry the load
should one tire fail. For example, driving with these in Quebec Canada during winter is illegal!
They are also useless in mud or on wet grassâ€¦. Note that for the front tires, minimum
clearance is achieved when wheels are fully turned. The clearance shown below is for straight
wheels. We confirm that they fit on the factory wheels without modifications to the van. We got
32K miles out of them , which is less than our previous tires. But this time, we did NOT include
the spare tire in the rotation so less mileage was expected. In addition, we could have kept them
longer but we wanted new tires for the start of our skiing season. Larger tires will decrease the
speedometer reading of about mph depending. For example if the speedometer reads 55 mph,
our true speed is mph. We have to keep that in mind to avoid speeding tickets! Agressive
threads are more noisy. However many people, including us, do it. Your call! However, with the
added weight from the van conversion, the Transit is doing just fine. We can go pretty much
wherever we want! This post contains affiliate links, which means that if you click a product link
and buy anything from the merchant, we will receive a commission fee. The price you pay
remains the same, affiliate link or not. Buying through our product links is the best way to say
thanks if we were of any help for your conversion! Alternatively, you can visit our Say Thanks!
Hey Guys, Your site is awesome! My wife and I are currently in the planning stage and our
research is leading us toward the Ford Transit as well. We are planning to have the van
converted to be a 4X4 by Quigley as we like to get as far off the beaten path as we feel
comfortable doing. We are a little worried about the extended length being an issue with steeper
ascents. Have you had any trouble with this? It would be great to hear your thoughts. Thanks
for all the amazing and thorough resources! So we would get the extended length again. Then
put it back to 60psi for highway. We use it for leveling the van overnight as well, to some
extend. Hi I absolutely love this site! Thank you for all the effort you have put into thoroughly
documenting your van project. I have one question though about something else on you van
however. In some photographs you appear to have a red vehicle recovery hook under the front
of your van. I am looking for something exactly like this. Would you mind sharing about it? We
are having a hard time fitting the spare tire under our awd transit now. We ended up with the
BFG K02 tires like you recommended and the ultra black rims that fit the awd models and love
them. Any tricks to get the new spare tire in better? Thank you for all the information you
provide on your site. We did no modifications and got no rubbing. Have you had any
transmission issues pushing the larger KO2s? Do you have the ecoboost engine and a 3. Would
love to know, thanks for all your work! What tire pressure do you run with yours? If you run
softer than the high factory pressure does it drive the tpms crazy? If only, right? That being said
we use our KO2 in winter and they work. We run them per door sticker pressure 55 front, 71 rear

I believe. Hey Guys! I am purchasing a Ford Transit Extended this week! They are driving it on
the Coquihalla up to me from Vancouver, so they need to put on some winter tires. I am going to
order these thx to your recommendation! Do you drive on these tires year round or do you swap
out for regular tires after winter? Thanks so much. Your site is amazing! I will be ordering as
much as I can with your affiliate links. Dedicated winter tires perform better in cold weather, so
that option is preferable if you can. Yeah we used snow chains with these tires once; it worked!
Different size are needed. Thanks for all your tips and reviews! You merit any and all
commissions from affiliate purchases. Had the same question about clearance on the chains.
On a related note, what tire pressures are you running both on and off daily the snow? My rig is
more family oriented 4 growing kids with 2nd and 5th row seats removed so it is a bit lighter on
local outings but pretty loaded when road tripping with large coolers and gear. I also added an
all aluminum Alurack and matching rear door ladder. Super light, strong and minimal to no
effect on MPG unlike the BFGs which took a mile hit [did you experience same? Rack mounts to
factory holes in roof and ladder is no drill mounts on door for easy removal when needed. Built
and installed my self in a day. Have a Thule Atlantis cargo box right of center with space for 4
Advanced Elements inflatable kayaks left of center which would have otherwise taken precious
cargo space inside. Looking at LoLo Racks vertical six bike hitch carrier next once I can confirm
clearance to open rear doors. I brought it home with two new rear tires and the old frontsâ€¦ I
tried again at home, they DO FIT, however note that the clearance goes from around 1. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Ford Transit Larger
Tires Upgrade. Table Of Content. Too Long; Didn't Read. Straight To The Point. Why we swear
by them:. The traction in mud and snow is outstanding. It's the largest tire size possible on the
stock wheel and with no modification to the van body. They increase ground clearance. These
tires make our van look mean, just like us. Buy on Amazon. Buy on Tire Rack. What does all
these numbers mean? Check this article for more info. TIRE LOAD INDEX TABLE Load Index
Load lbs Load Index Load lbs Load Index Load lbs 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 Modification to Van Body Required? Fit in Spare Tire Carrier?
Wear Out. Load Index. Same as for the above, minus half an inch! Read Our Review. Winter
Vanlife. More Ford Transit goodies. Tested and Reviewed from our research lab facilities a. Our
Van. Best Swivel for the Transit. Husky Floor Mat. Ford Seat Covers. WeatherTech Mud Flaps.
Radio Upgrade Pioneer. Keyless Entry Keypad - Add and Program. Garmin Mini Dash Cam.
We're just getting started. Our Story. Product Reviews. Nice To Meet You. Hi do you have transit
, or ? Thanks Reply. We have the Transit No issue so far! We have the 3. Hello, Thanks for all
your tips and reviews! Leave a Comment Cancel reply Comment Name. Ford Transit camper
vans offer tons of space, comfy seating, and great fuel economy. Plus, they handle really well
and are more affordable than Mercedes Sprinters. Check out campervan rentals by owner on
Outdoorsy! These van rentals are a great way to test out a van before you buy. While some
people might opt to do a DIY Ford Transit camper, there are a couple you can buy at
dealerships, and several you can order as custom van conversions. Each of the well-designed
campervan layouts maximizes the living space and offer plenty of intelligent storage solutions,
as well as a van kitchen with a fridge, microwave, and 2-burner stove. The 22C layout features a
rear lounge area, and the power sofa converts to a comfortable bed at the push of a button. This
Ford Transit camper also has a convenient master control panel that allows you to monitor
lights, temperature, and other settings via the touchscreen or your phone. Learn more about the
Coachman Beyond here. The roomy wet bath is perfect for longer road trips for people not
wanting to seek out rest stops. The fully-equipped kitchen features an induction cooktop ,
refrigerator, microwave and large stainless steel sink. Looking to relax after a long day of
outdoor adventures? This luxury Ford Transit camper is definitely one to check out â€”
available at dealerships across the U. Learn more about the Pleasure-Way OnTour. The
conversion design is based around a modular T-Track skeleton that lines the interior of the van,
leaving the customization of the interior up to you. The LIV package includes a hydraulic bed
that can be lifted to provide storage underneath, or create room for another bed. The DO
package, meanwhile, features an innovative open design, with modular Murphy beds that fold
up to create gear space, and lots of attachment points for hooks, shelves, and tie-downs. This
package has been designed for those who might need to bring bikes or kayaks on their
adventures. Learn more about VanDoIt. Sportsmobile offers dozens of configurations for a Ford
Transit camper conversion, with a variety of options for seats, beds, windows, and kitchen
layouts. You can also choose from a range of plumbing, heating, and electrical systems that will
make your Ford Transit camper the ideal vanlife rig. This supremely-designed pop-top provides
a ton of extra space inside the camper, and can be configured to house an extra bed, making it a
great option for van-dwelling families. If you want to design your own Ford Transit camper
conversion, Sportsmobile will work with you. Learn more about Sportsmobile. A post shared by

Colorado Camper Van colorado. Since starting out in a small garage in , this company has
exploded in popularity, and now occupies a huge warehouse in Loveland, CO. This option
provides insulation, flooring, walls and ceiling, LED lighting, and wiring, and is great for those
who want plenty of storage for their gear in a space that can be added to in the future. Both of
these options feature dimmable LED lighting, water tanks, and plenty of storage space. This
interior is reminiscent of a classic VW camper design, with a rear bench seat that converts to a
bed and tons of storage space. With the addition of the 4-season insulated pop-top option, this
awesome Ford Transit camper van conversion will sleep 4 people comfortably. Learn more
about Colorado campervan. In business since , TouRig is one of the newer kids on the block,
but this Golden, CO-based company that started in a garage has quickly become one of the
most highly-rated camper van conversion companies. Tourig has a really cool online store
where you can purchase all kinds of van life accessories and goodies. Learn more about TouRig
vans here. Similar to Vandoit conversions, the Modvans CV1 is based around a modular design
that allows all cabinets, seats, and accessories to be removed. Modvans offers an assortment of
extras, too, allowing you to customize your van in any number of ways. Learn more about
ModVans. In Ford came up with intentionally or not , another large cargo van option for camper
enthusiasts with the Ford Transit. This van simulates the size of Mercedes Sprinter but for a
fraction of the cost. If your van camping dreams include more space with a discounted price, a
Ford Transit camper conversion may be the answer for you. The Ford Transit camper is a large
passenger or cargo van that is a great shell for your home on wheels. Like the Sprinter van ,
there are varying height options. This equates to engine power and weight capacities.
Depending on what your needs and desires are, this will be something to pay attention to in
your search. The specs and measurements for all Ford Transit vans can be found here.
Purchasing a large campervan will be a big decision. With any large decision its best to
research all your options and the pros and cons of each. As mentioned before, a Ford Transit
camper van can be a money saver when considering a large cargo van conversion. When
searching for a used Ford van, converted or not, you will find a significant cost decrease from a
Mercedes. In addition, a Ford Transit camper van conversion is less expensive to maintain and
repair. Since the main reason for most to venture into van life is to travel, regular repairs and
servicing will be expected and inevitable. The Ford Transit camper is known for very easy
driving for such a large vehicle. Steering is noted to be responsive and the van has a tight
turning radius. A large Ford camper van offers endless possibilities for your conversion
dreams. Check the specs for exact measurements. The Ford Transit van conversion does have
towing capacity but not as much as similar vans in its class. So if your van life plans involve
frequent heavy towing, this may not be the best van for you. The and earlier versions you will
only find 2WD. This can limit some harsh weather and off-grid adventures. A professional Ford
Transit van conversion can be beautiful but can cost tens of thousands of dollars for a custom
build. There are benefits and drawbacks to both options. A well known Ford Transit conversion
company is Sportsmobile. Many professional conversion companies are beginning to work on
Ford vans as well as Sprinters. Their latest Vincent Van-Go van is a jaw-dropper. If you find you
want to go the DIY route there are a few resources on the internet to help guide you in the
process. If you want something in between DIY and professional conversion, a campervan
conversion kit may be a great option for you. If you are looking for a van to live in full time with
more than one person and in need of large space, a Ford Transit campervan conversion can be
a great option for you. You will find the price to be less upfront and less throughout the miles
you put on it for your van adventures. These vans are easy to drive and reliable, which is a
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must for long road trips. The Ford Transit and older vans will not be the best option if your
adventures will often require 4 wheel drive. It may also not be the best if you are in need a van
that needs to do heavy towing. Overall, a Ford Transit is a great option for those looking for a
spacious, reliable, and cost-effective van! Other van stories to check out:. Kristin Hanes is a
journalist who founded The Wayward Home as a place to learn about alternative living. Read
more about Kristin here. Every RV is beautiful in its own way and with proper maintenance it
can last for decades. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Please read our disclosure policy for more info. Rent a Campervan! View this post on
Instagram. Our Pick. A page step-by-step guide to building out a campervan. Kristin Hanes.
Pingback: How to do an awesome camper van conversion, DIY or custom-build. Pingback:
Sprinter van conversion: The ultimate guide to a Mercedes camping van.

